




























“Temporal space”
    



RESPONSIVE CITY



RESPONSIVE CITY
A manifesto for:

Non-linear design and focus on reacting to the realities

Not overlooking the serendipitous activities but instead using that 
to spark the fertility of organically emerged spaces.







Activity/use of space 

Relaxing 
spots 

Preaching areas; 
gatherings. 

Chatting 
areas 

Eating 
area 

Smoking 
zone 

Sleeping 
area 

Gatherings. 

Multitude of activities in Jeevanjee
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1900 20001950 1975 2015

1904
Alibhai Jeevanjee 
created the park

Early 1990s
Early 1990s after the Kafiri 
movement was dispersed 
in Aga Khan Walk, the  
Bunge La Mwanainchi 
(peoples parliament) 
were active and used the 
park to meet and debate

1998
Friends of Jeevanjee was 
formed to ‘keep an eye’ on 
it 

2014
Plans to upgrade the park 
was agreed upon by NCC, 
UN Habitat and Friends of 
Jeevanjee

1906
Donated to the Colonial 
Administration

1991
threat of a multi storey car park 
- the jeevanjee family together 
with environmentalist activist 
Wangari Maathai rallied the 
public opposed to oppose this 
development and maintain the 
vision of Alibhai Jeevanjee

2007
similar threat of development















GOAL
Set of tactics to make city more responsive to its use
Recognizing the history into its future
Continuous network to other green spaces and arteries

METHOD
Tactical urbanism: Undesigning, trial and error,  testing of 
strategy, participatory processes
Tactics vs. Strategy

RESULT
A collective position on the approved plans or future changes

RESPONSIVE CITY



Physical

Ephemeral

Purposeful programming

Furniture Pedestrianizing roads Speed bumps ETCETERA....

Wifi connectivity Wifi connectivity ETCETERA....

TOOLBOX

?

?



- Optimize economic opportunities direct surroundings
- Capture value appreciation

- Vacancy (shops, office space)
- Bus stop

- Interventions to make responsive places 
   > furniture
   > lighting (Philips?)
   > wifi (Cisco?)
   > mobile connectivity (Safaricom, Airtel, Orange)

TOOLBOX OBJECTIVES



Existing condition







Tactic 1





Tactic 2





Tactic 3





TODAY



AFTER...



TODAY



AFTER...



PROCESS



PROCESSTimes Square, New York



PROCESSMama Ngina street, Nairobi



City county
- Create enabling environment

Land / Real estate owners
- Allow for value capturing strategy

Corporates
- Culture specific practice
- Get involved to create business cases + ownership

Other stakeholders (public, local businesses, etc.)
- Join in!

REQUIREMENTS















RESPONSIVE CITY
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